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INTRODUCTION
The following problem had been formulated by S. M. Ulam during a talk
before a Mathematical Colloquium at the University of Wisconsin, Madi-
Ž .son, in 1940. Gi¤en a metric group G ?, r , a number « ) 0, and a mapping
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..f : G “ G which satisfies the inequality r f x ? y , f x ? f y - « , does
there exist an automorphism a of G and a constant k ) 0, depending only on
Ž Ž . Ž ..G, such that r a x , f x F k« for all x in G? If the answer is affirmative,
Ž . Ž . Ž .we would call the equation a x ? y s a x ? a y of automorphism stable.
In trying to solve problems of this kind, most authors have considered
homomorphisms between different groups or vector spaces, rather than
automorphisms, for perturbations.
w xIn particular, Hyers 9 dealt with «-additi¤e mappings f : E “ E1 2
between Banach spaces; i.e., f must satisfy the inequality
f x q y y f x y f y - « for x , y in E .Ž . Ž . Ž . 1
It was shown in this case that an additive function a: E “ E exists1 2
5 Ž . Ž .5with a x y f x F « . Thus, in this special case, k s 1. Here the Cauchy
Ž . Ž . Ž .equation f x q y y f x y f y s 0 is stable. Moreover, the relation
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between f and a is given by the formula
a x s lim f 2 n x r2 n .Ž . Ž .
n“‘
A method leading to such a formula will be called a direct method.
w xRassias 15 considered a generalized version of the previous result
which permitted the Cauchy difference to become unbounded. That is, he
assumed that
p p5 5 5 5f x q y y f x y f y F x q y «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for x , y in E , where 0 F p - 1.1
By use of a direct method, he showed that, in this case too, there is an
additive function a from E into E given by the same formula as before1 2
5 Ž . Ž .5 5 5 psuch that a x y f x F k« x where k depends on p as well as « .
This result was later extended to all p / 1 and generalized by S. Czerwik,
Z. Gajda, P. Gavruta, R. Ger, G. Isac and Th. M. Rassias, P. Jung, Th. M.
Rassias, and S.-M. Semrl, among others.
Beginning around 1980 the topic of approximate homomorphisms, or
the stability of the equation of homomorphism, was taken up by a number
of mathematicians. Some of these studies are presented in the book of
w xHyers et al. 10 , among others.
There are cases in which each approximate homomorphism is actually a
true homomorphism. In such cases, we call the equation of homomorphism
‘‘superstable.’’ A study of approximately multiplicative functions from a
w xvector space V into the real numbers was made by Baker et al. 2 . They
< Ž .proved that for a given d ) 0 and a function f : V “ R such that f x q y
Ž . Ž . < Ž .y f x f y - d for all x, y in V, then either f x remains bounded, with
Ž . Ž . Ž .a bound depending on d , or else f x q y s f x f y for all x, y in V. In
this case, we might say that this equation is superstable modulo the bounded
functions on V. This result was generalized with a simplified proof by
w x Ž w x .Baker 3 see 10 for further results .
w xLawrence 14 considered mappings f from a semigroup S into a real or
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5complex normed algebra A that satisfies the inequality f xy y f x f y
F d for a given d ) 0. Among other results, he obtained a stability
Ž . Ž . Ž .theorem for the equation of homomorphism h xy s h x h y in the case
Ž . Ž .when f , h: S “ M C , where the semigroup S is commutative and M C2 2
denotes the normed algebra of 2 = 2 matrices with complex entries.
Most of the rest of the paper is devoted to the theory of approximately
multiplicative linear functionals defined on a commutative complex Ba-
w xnach algebra A as given by Johnson 11 . He defines a linear functional w
on A to be a ‘‘d-multiplicati¤e’’ when the norm of the bilinear functional
Ž . Ž . Ž .w ab y w a w b does not exceed d ) 0. Denote by M the class of
all multiplicative linear functionals on A. For each w in A* put
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Ž . 5 5 4d w s inf w y c : c g M . The stability question here is, given « ) 0,
Ž .does there exist a d ) 0 such that d w - « , when w is a d-multiplicative
element of A*? The answer turns out to be in the affirmative for several
of the standard examples of commutative complex Banach algebras.
APPROXIMATELY MULTIPLICATIVE MAPPINGS:
SUPERSTABILITY
w xBaker 3 demonstrated the following:
THEOREM 1. Let d ) 0, let S be a semigroup, and let f : S “ C be a
complex-¤alued function such that
f xy y f x f y - d 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
'1 q 1 q 4d < Ž . <for all x, y in S. Put b s . Then either f x - b for all x in S or
2
Ž . Ž . Ž .else f xy s f x f y for all x, y in S.
Proof. Observe that b 2 y b s d and b ) 1. Assume that for some
< Ž . < < Ž . <element a of S, f a ) b , so that f a s b q p, where p ) 0. Then we
have
2 2 2 22 2 2f a G f a y f a y f a G f a y f a y f a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
so that
2 22 2f a ) f a y d s b q p y d s 2b p q p q b ) b q 2 p. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now make the induction assumption:
n2f a ) b q n q 1 p. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then
nq 1 n n n n n n2 2 2 2 2 2 2f a s f a f a y f a f a y f a ? aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2n n2 2 2G f a y d s f a q b y b ,Ž . Ž .
so that
nq 1 22 2f a G b q n q 1 p q b y bŽ .Ž .Ž .
2 2s 2n q 2 b p q b q n q 1 pŽ . Ž .
G b q n q 2 p ,Ž .
Ž .and 3 is established for all positive integers n.
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< Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž .Given x, y, z in S, we have f xyz y f xy f z F d and f xyz y
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . <f x f yz F d ; thus, f xy f z y f x f yz F 2d . Hence,
f xy f z y f x f y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F f xy f z y f x f yz q f x f yz y f x f y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F 2d q f x d ,Ž .
< Ž . < < Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž . < 2 nor f z ? f xy y f x f y F 2d q f x d . Now put z s a to obtain
< Ž . Ž . Ž . < ŽŽ < Ž . < . < Ž 2 n. <.f xy y f x f y F 2d q f x d r f a for all n and each x and y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in S. From 3 , it follows that f xy s f x f y for all x, y in S. Q.E.D.
Ž .Remark. As Baker pointed out in his article, his proof above works
for functions f : S “ E where E is a normed algebra in which the norm is
5 5 5 5 5 5multiplicative, i.e., u¤ s u ? ¤ for u, ¤ in E. Examples of such real
normed algebras are the quaternions and the Cayley numbers. However,
Theorem 1 cannot hold for all Banach algebras E, as is shown by the
following example given by Baker. Let E be the algebra of 2 = 2 matrices
with real entries and the usual norm. For a given d ) 0 choose b so that
b 2 y b s d and define f : R “ E by
xe 0
f x s .Ž . 0 b
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5 < 2 <Then f x q y y f x f y s b y b s d . Clearly, f is unbounded but
Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž . <f x q y y f x f y / 0. The bounded solutions of f x q y y f x f y
- d with f : W “ R, where W denotes a rational vector space, was studied
w xby Albert and Baker 1 in some detail, in response to a problem of
Lukacs.
A direct extension of the Theorem 1 to the case in which the difference
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xf x q y y f x f y is not bounded was obtained by Gavruta 6 .
w xA different generalization of the result of Baker et al. 2 was given by
w xSzekelyhidi 16 . It involves an interesting generalization of the class of´
bounded functions on a group or semigroup. We will state and prove
Szekelyhidi’s theorem and his first corollary with an arbitrary field K in´
place of C.
Ž .Given a semigroup G and a commutative field K, let V be a vector
space of K-valued functions on G. The vector space V is called right
Ž .in¤ariant if when f belongs to V so does its right translate x “ f xy , for
each y in V. Left invariant spaces are defined similarly. We call V in¤ariant
if it is both right and left invariant. Following Szekelyhidi, we call the´
Ž . Ž . Ž .K-valued function m: G “ K an exponential if m x m y s m xy for all
x, y in G. His main result may be stated as follows.
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THEOREM 2. Gi¤en a semigroup G, a field K, and a right in¤ariant ¤ector
space V of K-¤alued functions on G, let f , m: G “ K be such that the
Ž . Ž . Ž .function x “ f xy y f x m y belongs to V for each y in G. Then either f is
in V or else m is an exponential.
Proof. Suppose that m: G “ K is not an exponential. Then there are y
Ž . Ž . Ž .and z in G such that m yz y m y m z / 0. We have
f xyz y f xy m zŽ . Ž . Ž .
s f xyz y f x m yz y m z f xy y f x m yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q f x m yz y m y m z ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
hence
y1f x s m yz y m y m zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
= f xyz y f xy m z y f xyz y f x m yzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
qm z f xy y f x m y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Now the right side of this last equation, as a function of x, belongs to V
for each y, z in G. Therefore f belongs to V. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a semigroup with identity 1 and let V be an
in¤ariant ¤ector space of K-¤alued functions on G. Suppose that f , m: G “ K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .are such that the functions x “ f xy y f x m y and y “ f xy y f x m y
belong to V for each y in G, respecti¤ely, each x in G. Then either f is in V or
Ž .else m is an exponential and f s f 1 m.
Proof. Assume that f does not belong to V. By Theorem 2, m is an
Ž . Ž . Ž .exponential. By hypothesis, the function y “ f y y f 1 m y is in V, and
for x and y in G we have
f xy y f 1 m xyŽ . Ž . Ž .
s f xy y f x m y q f x m y y f 1 m x m yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s f xy y f x m y q f x y f 1 m x m y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, if there is an x in G with f x / f 1 m x , then from the last0 0 0
equation it follows that m is in V so that f is also in V, a contradiction.
Ž .Hence, f s f 1 m. Q.E.D.
Szekelyhidi’s generalization of the theorem of Baker et al. may be stated´
as follows.
COROLLARY 4. Let G be an abelian group with identity and let f , m:
< Ž .G “ C be such that there exist functions M , M : G “ R with f xy y1 2 q
Ž . Ž . < w Ž . Ž .xf x m y F min M x , M y for all x and y in G. Then either f is1 2
Ž .bounded or m is an exponential and f s f 1 m.
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Proof. Let V be the space of bounded functions with complex values
on G. Clearly V is an invariant vector space and we can apply Corollary 3.
Q.E.D.
w xWe now turn to the work of Lawrence 14 concerning approximately
multiplicative mappings from a group or semigroup S, with its binary
operation written multiplicatively, to a real or complex normed algebra A
with identity 1. Here a function f : S “ A is called approximately multi-
plicati¤e if it satisfies the inequality
f xy y f x f y F d 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for some d ) 0 and all x, y in S. The statement that f is approximated by
a multiplicative function h: S “ A means that h satisfies
h xy s h x h y 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
f x y h x F « 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
for some « G 0 and all x in S.
Ž .For a given f : S “ A satisfying 4 , Lawrence defines the following
subsets of A. The letter U denotes the range of f , while
V s f xy y f x f y : x and y in S , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
B s subalgebra of A generated by U,
L s the two-sided ideal of B generated by V .
Lawrence’s basic theorem is
THEOREM 5. For each gi¤en a in L, there is a positi¤e number e such that¨
5 5 5 5au F l and ua F l for all u in U.
Proof. The argument here involves a development of the key idea in
the proof of Baker’s Theorem 1 below. As an element of the ideal L, a is a
finite linear combination of elements of the form u u ??? u ¤w w ??? w1 2 k 1 2 l
where u , w g U and ¤ g V. Since the norm is sub-additive, we mayi j
restrict the argument to when a is of the above form. Now
5 5 5 5 5 5au s u ??? u ¤w ??? w u and au F u ??? u ? ¤w ??? w u .1 k 1 l 1 k 1 l
5 5Hence, in order to show that au is bounded, we may assume that
a s ¤w ??? w . We shall prove this case by an induction on l. Consider the1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .case l s 0. Let ¤ s f xy y f x f y and u s f z . Using the argument in
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5the proof of Theorem 1 above, we have f xyz y f xy f z F d and
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5f xyz y f x f yz F d , so that f xy f z y f x f yz F 2d . Next,
f xy f z y f x f y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F f xy f z y f x f yz q f x f yz y f x f y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F 2d q d f x .Ž .
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5 Ž .5Therefore, ¤u F 2d q d f x . Since d and x are both fixed, the case
l s 0 is demonstrated. Now make the induction assumption that there is a
5 5number l9 ) 0 such that ¤w ??? w u F l9 for all u in U. Then we1 ly1
have
5 5 5 5 5 5¤w ??? w u F ¤w ??? w w u y t q ¤w ??? w t ,Ž .1 l 1 ly1 l 1 ly1
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 5 5where u s f z , w s f z9 and t s f z9z . Hence ¤w ??? w u F ¤wl 1 l 1
5 5 5??? w d q l9 and we may take l s ¤w ??? w d q l9. A similarly1 1 ly1
5 5argument will show that ua is bounded for all u in U. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 6. If the algebra B is simple and f : S “ A is approximately
multiplicati¤e, then f is either bounded or multiplicati¤e.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since B is simple, the ideal is either 0 or all of B. If L s 0 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .then f xy y f x f y s 0 for all x and y in S. If L s B, then the unit 1
5 5 5 5belongs to L. By Theorem 5, there is a l ) 0 such that u s 1u F l for
all u g U. Hence, f is bounded. Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž .We now consider the special case where A s M C , where M Cn n
denotes the algebra of all n = n matrices with complex entries and the
5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž .norm is chosen so that ab F a b for all a and b in M C .n
Ž .THEOREM 7. If f : S “ M C is approximately multiplicati¤e and B sn
Ž .M C , then f is either bounded or multiplicati¤e.n
Ž .Proof. Since M C is simple, this statement follows from Theorem 6.n
Q.E.D.
Ž .LEMMA 8. Let f : S “ M C be approximately multiplicati¤e and let an
Ž . Ž .be an inner automorphism on M C . Then the function g : S “ M Cn n
defined by g s a ( f is also approximately multiplicati¤e. Moreo¤er, f can be
approximated by a multiplicati¤e map if and only if g is approximated by a
multiplicati¤e map.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let a g M C be non-singular and define a : M C “ M Cn n n
Ž . y1 Ž .by a m s a ma for all m g M C . Clearly, a induces an equivalentn
Ž .norm on M C that is submultiplicative. Thus, g s a ( f is approximatelyn
multiplicative, and the rest of the statement follows as well. Q.E.D.
Ž .The two following theorems of Lawrence 1985 give a partial answer to
Ž .the problem of stability of mappings from a semigroup S to M C .n
Ž .THEOREM 9. If f : S “ M C is approximately multiplicati¤e, then theren
Ž .is a function h: S “ M C such that f y h is bounded on S and thatn
2h xy y h x h y s 0, 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all x and y in S.
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Proof. We use induction on n. By Theorem 1 above, the present
theorem is true for n s 1. Assume that n G 2. If the ideal L is the zero
ideal, then f is multiplicative and we take h s f. Let a / 0 be an element
2 Ž .of L. If for all a we have a s 0, then again we take h s f and 7 is
satisfied. By use of Lemma 8, we may assume that the matrix a is in
Jordan canonical form. Now assume that a2 / 0. Hence, a has a nonzero
0 1Ž .Jordan block which is not of the form .0 0
Case 1. Suppose that a has a nonzero Jordan 1 = 1 block of the form
Ž .a , where the number a is not zero. We may assume, without loss of
generality, that it is in the upper left hand corner of the matrix a. By
Theorem 5, we find that every entry in the first row as well as the first
lcolumn of every u g U is bounded in absolute value by .
< <a
Ž .Make the induction hypothesis that the theorem is true for M C withk
Ž .k F n y 1, and assume that f : S “ M C is approximately multiplicative.n
Ž . Ž .n Ž . Ž .n Ž . Ž .nWe use the following notations: f x s x , f y s y , f xy s u ,i j 1 i j 1 i j 1
Ž . Ž .n Ž . Ž .n Ž . Ž .nwhere i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n and f 9 x s x , f 9 y s y , f 9 xy s u ,i j 2 i j 2 i j 2
where i, j s 2, 3, . . . , n. We are given that the norm of, and hence each
entry of the matrix
nn
f x f y y f xy s x y q x y y u 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi j i j i k k j i jž /
ks2 1
is bounded for all x, y in S.
Now consider the matrix
nn
f 9 x f 9 y y f 9 xy s x y y u . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i k k j i jž /
ks2 2
Its entries differ from those of the matrix obtained by removing the first
Ž .row and first column of 8 only by terms of the form x y , i, j s 2, . . . , n.i j i j
Ž < <.2But each of these terms is bounded in absolute value by lr a . Hence,
Ž .each entry of 9 is also bounded in absolute value for all x and y in S, so
that f 9 is approximately multiplicative. By the induction hypothesis, there
Ž .exists a function h9: S “ M C such that h9 approximates f 9 andny1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..2 Ž .h9 xy y h9 x h9 y s 0 for all x, y in S. We define h x by
1 0 ??? 0
0
h x sŽ . h9 xŽ . 0
0
Ž . Ž .to see that h: S “ M C approximates f and satisfies 7 for all x and yn
in S.
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Case 2. Suppose that a has a nonzero m = m Jordan block of the form
b 1
b 1
b / 0, m G 2.
1 0
b
Again we may assume that this block is in the upper left hand corner.
Using the fact that both au and ua are bounded for all u g U by Theorem
5, we find that all entries in the first m columns or rows of each u g U are
bounded in absolute value by a positive number which depends only on
m, b and the number l of Theorem 5. We now use an argument like that
for Case 1 to show that
I 0mh x sŽ . ž /0 h9 xŽ .
will satisfy the conditions of the theorem, where I denotes the m = mm
Ž . Ž . Ž .identity matrix and h9 x “ M C satisfies 7 by the induction hy-nym
pothesis.
Case 3. Suppose that a has a nonzero m = m Jordan block of the form
0 1
0 1 , m G 3.
1 0
0
Once more, by the use of Theorem 5, we find that every entry in the
second row or column of each u g U is bounded in absolute value by e.¨
An argument like that used in the proof of Case 1 may be used to
demonstrate Case 3. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 10. If there exists an a g L with a2 / 0, then there exists g:
Ž .S “ M C such that f y g is bounded and f is multiplicati¤e.n
Proof. By Theorem 1, this statement is true for n s 1. Thus, we may
repeat the argument for the proof of Theorem 9 by induction, but now
with the induction hypothesis that f y g is bounded and that f is multi-
plicative. Q.E.D.
Ž .Thus the stability problem for functions f : S “ M C is reduced to then
case when the elements of L are nilpotent of order 2.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 11 Lawrence . If S is a commutati¤e group and f : S “ M C2
is approximately multiplicati¤e, then f is approximated by a multiplicati¤e
Ž .function from S to M C .2
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Proof. If f is bounded or multiplicative the statement is obvious, so we
assume that f is neither of these. By Corollary 10, we may assume that L
0 1Ž .consists only of nilpotent elements and indeed take a s g L. Let0 0
b x c xŽ . Ž .
f x s g M C .Ž . Ž .2ž /e x d xŽ . Ž .
5 5 5 5By Theorem 5, there exists l ) 0 such that au F l and ua F l for all
u in the range of f. Thus, we have that the absolute values of the three
functions b, e, and d do not exceed l for all x in S. Since f is unbounded,
Ž .it follows that the function c x is unbounded. By hypothesis, for all x and
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5y in S, we have f x f y y f xy F d . Thus, the upper left hand entry of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .this matrix, namely b x b y q c x e y y b xy , is bounded for all x, y
in S. Hence, e is the zero function, so that
b x c xŽ . Ž .
f x sŽ . ž /0 d xŽ .
and
¤ s f xy y f x f yŽ . Ž . Ž .
b xy y b x b y c xy y b x c y y c x d yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s .ž /0 d xy y d x d yŽ . Ž . Ž .
By our assumption that all elements of ¤ are nilpotent, we find that the
Ž . Ž .functions b x and d x are both multiplicative. Moreover, we have
< Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž . <b x s d x s 1. Suppose that there was a point s in S with 0 - b s
< Ž yn . < < Ž . Ž .n <- 1. Then, since S is a group, we would have b s s b 1 rb s “ ‘
< Ž . <as n “ ‘, contrary to the boundedness of b. Similarly, b x cannot be
< Ž . < < Ž . <) 1, so b x s d x s 1 for all x in S.
f xŽ .Ž .Now put g x s for x in S, so that
b xŽ .
g xy y g x g yŽ . Ž . Ž .
f xy f x f y f xy y f x f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y F F d .
b xy b x b y b xyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .So, without loss of generality, we may take b x s 1 for all x in S. Thus,
1 c x 1 c y q c x d yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
f x s and f x f y s .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 d x 0 d x d yŽ . Ž . Ž .
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Hence,
2d G f x f y y f y f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G c y q c x d y y c x y c y d xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s c y 1 y d x y c x 1 y d y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
< Ž . < Ž .We fix x and let c y “ ‘ to find that d x s 1 for all x in S.
Consequently, f now takes the form
1 c x 1 c x q c yŽ . Ž . Ž .f x s and f x f y s .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 1 0 1
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5 < Ž . Ž .By hypothesis, f xy y f x f y F d , which implies that c xy y c x y
Ž . < Ž . Ž .c y F d . Thus, there is a function g : S “ C such that g xy s g x q
Ž . < Ž . Ž . <g y and c x y g x F d for all x in S. Therefore, f is approximated by
Ž .the multiplicative function h: S “ M C given by2
1 g xŽ .h x s . Q.E.D.Ž . ž /0 1
Ž .Lawrence 1985 gave the following examples to show that the complete-
ness of the normed algebra A is neither necessary nor sufficient to
guarantee that all approximately multiplicative functions on a semigroup S
to A can be approximated by multiplicative functions.
EXAMPLE I. Let S be a semigroup, let t be an indeterminate, and let
w x w xA be the algebra R t of polynomials over R. Define a norm on R t by
5 Ž .5  Ž . 4 w xp t s sup p s : s g R, 0 F s F 1 . Let f : S “ R t be a function
Ž . w xsatisfying 4 . Denote by p : R t “ R the map sending each polynomialr
'1 q 1 q 4dŽ . Ž . 5 Ž .5p t to p r . Suppose that for some z in S we have f z ) .
2
Thus, there is an infinite set J of real numbers between 0 and 1 such that
'1 q 1 q 4d< Ž Ž .. <p f z ) for all r in J. Now, by the above Theorem 1,r 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..p f xy s p f x p f y for all x, y in S and for all r in J. Sincer r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .these polynomials agree on the infinite set J we have f xy s f x f y for
w xall x, y in S. Thus, every approximately multiplicative map from S to R t
is either bounded or multiplicative and so is approximated by a multiplica-
w xtive function. Since R t is not complete under the given norm, complete-
ness is not a necessary condition for stability here, contrary to the additive
case.
EXAMPLE II. Let A be the real Banach algebra of continuous real-val-
w xued functions on the interval 0, 1 , where multiplication is pointwise and
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the norm is the sup norm. For each integer n define f in A byn
1 2¡ n
3 y 6 x if 0 F x F or F x F 1,Ž .
3 3
1 2~f x sŽ . 1 if F x F and n is even,n 3 3
1 2
3 y 6 x if F x F and n is odd.¢ 3 3
Let S be the cyclic group consisting of the positive and negative and zero
Ž n.powers of an indeterminate t. Define f : S “ A by f t s f , n g Z, son
Ž mq n. Ž m. Ž n.that f t y f t f t s f y f ? f . It is easily seen thatmq n m n
1 2¡
s 0 if 0 F x F or F x F 1,
3 3~f x y f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .mq n m n 1 2
F 1 if F x F ;¢ 3 3
that is
mq n m nf t y f t f t F 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus, f is approximately multiplicative. Now suppose that f is approxi-
w Ž n.xŽ . Ž .mated by a multiplicative function h: S “ A. Since f t x s f x isn
1 2 nw x w x w Ž .xŽ .multiplicative on the intervals 0, and , 1 , we find that h t x and3 3
w Ž n.xŽ .f t x must be equal on these intervals for n g Z. For n s 1, we have
1 2w Ž .xŽ . w Ž .xŽ . Ž .h t s 1 and h t s y1. Since h t is a continuous function,3 3
1 2 1Ž . w Ž .xŽ .there is a point p g , such that h t p s . For any positive integer3 3 2
w Ž yn .xŽ . n w Ž yn .xŽ .n we have h t p s 2 . However, f t p F 1, so h does not
approximate f.
THE STABILITY OF CHARACTERS
Approximately multiplicative maps in a different setting have been
w xinvestigated by Johnson 11 . In the account of his work that follows, the
letter A always denotes a commutative complex Banach algebra, while A*
denotes the space of continuous linear functionals on A. For simplicity, we
shall restrict ourselves to elements of A* in defining approximately multi-
plicative linear functionals.
Ž .DEFINITION. Given f g A*, consider the Cauchy difference Cf a, b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2s f ab y f a f b for all a, b g A . If for some d ) 0 the norm of
5 5 5 5the bilinear functional Cf is less than or equal to d a b , then f is
called d-multiplicati¤e.
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Let M denote the set of all multiplicative linear functionals on A. A
Ž w x.well known theorem see, for example, 8, Lemma 3.3 tells us that each
Ž . 5 5element of M is continuous, and when A has a unit 1 that f 1 s 1 s f
for all the nonzero elements f of M. These nonzero elements g M are
called characters of A. For each f g A*, put
5 5 4d f s inf f y c : c g M . 10Ž . Ž .
DEFINITION. We say that A is an algebra in which approximately
multiplicati¤e functionals are near multiplicati¤e functionals, or A is AMNM
Ž .for short, if to each « ) 0 there corresponds a d ) 0 such that d f - «
whenever f is a d-multiplicative element of A*.
We might say then that an AMNM algebra is one with ‘‘stable charac-
ters.’’
In order to pursue the theory of AMNM algebras, we will need several
basic lemmas.
5 5LEMMA 12. Let f g A* be d-multiplicati¤e. Then f F 1 q d .
5 5  < Ž . < 5 5 4Proof. By definition, f s sup f x : x g A, x s 1 . By hypothesis,
5 5 5 5f ab y f a f b F d a ? b 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
' 5 5for all a and b in A. Given h with 0 - h - d , choose a with a s 1
5 5 < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .2 Ž 2 . <such that f y h - f a and put b s a in 11 . Then f a y f a
F d and
22 25 5 5 5f y h - f a F f a q d F f q d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
5 2 5 5 5 2since a F a s 1. Letting h “ 0 and solving the resulting inequality,
we have
'1 1 q 4d 1 1 q 2d
5 5f F q F q s 1 q d . Q.E.D.
2 2 2 2
LEMMA 13. If f is d-multiplicati¤e and c g A*, then f q c is h-multi-
5 5Ž . 5 5 2 Ž .plicati¤e where h s d q c 3 q 2d q c . Also, if l g C, then 1 q l f
< <Ž < <Ž .2 .is 1 q l d q l 1 q d -multiplicati¤e.
Proof. These statements follow from Lemma 12 by straightforward
calculations.
If the algebra A does not have a unit, A can be extended by adjoining a
unit to A and so obtaining an algebra A1 by a well known device. In this
˜procedure, a linear functional f may be extended to a linear functional f
1 ˜Ž .on A by defining f 1 s 1. It is easily shown that f is d-multiplicative if
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˜and only if f is. However, in some applications of the theory, for example
when multiplication in A is defined as convolution, it may not be conve-
nient nor useful to adjoin a unit. In some cases, an algebra which lacks a
unit may have an approximate identity, which may be defined as follows. A
 4net E of elements E g A is called an approximate identity for A if fora a
Ž .each x g A there is a subnet E such that lim E x s x.b b b
Ž .LEMMA 14. i If the algebra A has a unit 1 and f is a d-multiplicati¤e
1element of A* with 0 - d - , then either4
5 5 5 51 y f 1 - 2d and f ) 1 y 2d or else f - 2d .Ž .
Ž .  4ii For a gi¤en k ) 0, let A ha¤e an approximate identity E witha˙
5 5 Ž 2 .y1E F k for all a . Suppose that f is d-multiplicati¤e with 0 - d - 4k .a
< Ž . < 2 5 5 y1Then either lim sup 1 y f E - 2d k and f ) k y 2d k or elsea a
< Ž . < 2 5 5lim sup f E - 2d k and f - 2d k.a a
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since statement i is a special case of ii it suffices to prove the
latter. Let L denote the set of points of accumulation of the bounded set
Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž . <f E and let l, l9 belong to L. By hypothesis f E E y f E f Ea a b a b
5 5 5 5 2- d E E F d k . If we take limits on suitable subnets, first for a anda b
then for b , we get
1
2 2f E y lf E - d k and l9 1 y l - d k - . 12Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .b b 4
< < 2For the special case where l9 s l, we have either 1 y l - 2d k or
y1 2 2'< < Ž .l - 2 1 y 1 y 4d k - 2d k . However, we cannot have upper
2 Ž .bounds near 2d k for both l and l9 in 12 , for then we would have
< Ž . < 2l9 1 y l ) d k . Thus, we must have either the first alternative for all l in
<L or else the second for all l in L. The first alternative gives lim sup 1 ya
Ž . < 2 5 5 < Ž . < 2f E - 2d k so that k f G lim sup f E ) 1 y 2d k . The seconda a a
< Ž . < 2 < Ž .alternative gives lim sup f E - 2d k . In the inequality f E b ya a a
Ž . Ž . < 5 5f E f b F d k b , we take the limit in a suitable subnet and obtain thea
d k<Ž . Ž . < 5 5 5 5inequality 1 y l f b F d k b for all b in A, so that f F F 2d k.
< <1 y l
Q.E.D.
As a consequence of Lemmas 13 and 14 we obtain the following:
LEMMA 15. Suppose that A has a unit and that the functional f in A* is
f1 5 5d-multiplicati¤e with 0 - d - and f G 2d . Then the functionals c s14 5 5f
f 2 d 1 q dŽ . 5 5and c s lie within a distance of of f, ha¤e c s 1 and2 1f 1 1 y 2 dŽ .
Ž .c 1 s 1, and are h-multiplicati¤e, where2
8
2 3h s 1 q 2d 3d q 2d q 2d . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .
3
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Ž . Ž .Ž 2 3.Remark. Johnson 1986 has h s 1 q 2d 2d q 4d q 4d instead
Ž .of 13 .
Proof. The arguments for c and c are the same. We consider c . By1 2 1
Ž . 5 5hypothesis, f satisfies the first alternative of Lemma 14 i , so that f ) 1
5 51 y f 2 d 5 5y 2d . Hence, - . Now use Lemma 12 to obtain c y f15 5f 1 y 2 d
2d 1 q dŽ . y15 5- . Next apply Lemma 13 with l q 1 s f , so that
1 y 2 d
5 51 y f 2 d <l s - . By Lemma 13, c is b-multiplicative with b s 1 q15 5f 1 y 2 d
<Ž < <Ž .2 . Ž .y2 Ž 2 3.l d q l 1 q d . Thus b - 1 y 2d 3d q 2d q 2d . Since 0 - d
1 8y2Ž . Ž . Ž .- , we have 1 y 2d - 1 q 2d , so 13 is verified. Q.E.D.4 3
Lemma 15 shows that for small d ) 0 we can find h-multiplicative
elements c of A* which are close to a d-multiplicative f in A*, either
5 5 Ž .with c s 1 or else with c 1 s 1. Our next objective is to improve on
this result by showing that near a given d-multiplicative f in A* there is a
5 5 Ž .c in A* which satisfies both c s 1 and c 1 s 1.
We begin by defining the sets
5 5D s f : f g A*, f s f 1 s f 1 , W a s f a : f g D 4 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for each a in A.
Ž .The set W a is called the numerical range of a.
LEMMA 16. Gi¤en b in A and m in R, suppose that Re z - m for all z in
Ž . 5Ž .y1 5 Ž .y1W b . If l g C with Re l ) m, then l1 y b F Re l y m .
5 5Proof. Take a g A with a s 1, and let f g A* satisfy the condition
5 5 Ž . Ž .f s 1 s f a . Then g : c “ f ac defines an element of D, and we have
5 Ž .5 < Ž Ž .. < < Ž . < Ž Ž ..a l1 y b G f a l1 y b s l y g b G Re l y g b G Re l y m.
Žw x . Ž .y1By Bonsall and Duncan 4 , theorem 6, p. 19 it follows that l1 y b
Ž .y1 5Ž .y1 5exists. By putting a s l1 y b r l1 y b we obtain the required
inequality. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 17. Let the Banach algebra A ha¤e a unit and let d satisfy
Ž .0 - d - 1. Suppose that f is a d-multiplicati¤e element of A* with f 1 s 1.
5 5 Ž .Then there exists an element c of D such that f y c F d 2 q d .
Proof. Let b, m, l be as in Lemma 16. By the hypothesis of the
theorem, we have
y1 y15 5f l1 y b f l1 y b y 1 F d l1 y b ? l1 y b . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .y1 5Ž .y1 5By Lemma 16, we see that Re l y m G l1 y b , and, since f is
Ž .5Ž .y1 5 < ŽŽd-multiplicative, we find by Lemma 12 that 1 q d l1 y b G f l1
.y1 . < Ž .Ž .y1 < Ž . < Ž .5Ž .y1 5y b . Hence, 1 q d Re l y m f l1 y b G 1 q d l1 y b
5 Ž .5 < ŽŽ .y1 . < < Ž . < Ž .? f l1 y b G f l1 y b ? f l1 y b . Now, using 14 , we have
Ž .Ž .y1 < Ž . < 5 5 5Ž .y1 51 q d Re l y m f l1 y b G 1 y d l1 y b ? l1 y b G 1 y
5 5Ž .y1d l1 y b Re l y m . Multiply both sides of the last inequality by
Ž .Ž .y1 Ž . <Re l y m 1 q d and use the fact that f 1 s 1 to find that l y
Ž . < < Ž . Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .y1Ž 5f b s lf 1 y f b s f l1 y b G 1 q d Re l y m y d l1 y
5. Ž . Ž .b . When Re f b ) m we may take l s f b in the last inequality to
obtain
5 5Re f b y m F d f b 1 y b F d f b q bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5F d 1 q d b q b s d 2 q d b . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Obviously, 15 also holds when Re f b F m.
Ž .Put h s d 2 q d and let B* denote the closed unit ball in A*. To
Ž .prove the theorem, we need to show that the set D l f q hB* is not
empty. Suppose on the contrary that this set is empty. Then, by applying
w xProposition 4 of Bourbaki 5, Sect. 5, No. 3, Chap. II, p. 84 in the
w*-topology, we may find a hyperplane strongly separating the sets D and
f q hB*, both of which are convex and compact in the w*-topology.
Therefore there exists an element a in A, which we may assume has norm
Ž .one, and a real number m such that Re f a - m for all f in D and
Ž . Ž .Re f a ) m for all f in f q hB*. Now take g in B* with g a s 1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .put f s f y hg, so that Re f a y h s Re f a ) m. Hence Re f a y m
Ž .5 5 Ž .) h s d 2 q d a . This contradicts inequality 15 , so we have shown
Ž .that the set D l f q hB* is not empty. Q.E.D.
Note. By Lemma 13 it follows that c is d 9-multiplicative with d 9 s 7d
q 11d 2 q 6d 3 q d 4.
THEORY OF AMNM ALGEBRAS
PROPOSITION 18. If the algebra A has a unit then the following statements
are equi¤alent.
Ž .I A is AMNM.
Ž .  4 5 5II Gi¤en a sequence f in A* with Cf “ 0, there is a sequencen n
 4 5 5c in the set M of multiplicati¤e functionals with f y c “ 0.n n n
Ž .  4 5 5III Gi¤en a sequence f in A* with Cf “ 0, there is a subse-n n
Ž . 5 5quence f and a sequence c in M with f y c “ 0.n i n ii t
Ž .  4 5 5 5 5IV For any sequence f in A* with Cf “ 0 and inf f : n gn n n
4  4 5 5N ) 0, there is a sequence c of characters of A with f y c “ 0.n n n
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Ž .  4 5 5 Ž .V For any sequence f in A* with Cf “ 0 and f 1 s 1 sn n n
5 5  4 5 5f , there is a sequence of characters c with f y c “ 0.n n n n
Ž .VI For each « ) 0 there is a d ) 0 such that if f g A* with
Ž . 5 5 5 5 Ž .f 1 s 1 s f and Cf - d , then d f - « .
Ž . Ž .Conditions I to IV are equi¤alent e¤en when A does not ha¤e a unit. If A
Ž . Ž .has an approximate identity of norm one, then I to IV are equi¤alent to the
following:
Ž . 5 5VII Gi¤en « ) 0 there is a d ) 0 such that if f g A* with f s 1
5 5 Ž .and Cf - d , then d f - « .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The implications I « II « III « I , I « IV « III ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and I « V , I « VI , I « VII are easily shown directly. The
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .implications V « IV , VI « I , and VII « I are shown by use of
Lemmas 13 and 14 and Theorem 17.
THEOREM 19. If A is finite dimensional then A is AMNM.
 4 5 5Proof. Let f be a sequence in A* with Cf “ 0. By Lemma 12,n n
 4f is bounded. Since A and A* are both finite dimensional, there existsn
 4 5 Ž .a subsequence f which converges to some limit c g A*. Since f abn ni i
Ž . Ž .5 5 5 5 5 5 5y f a f b F Cf a b for all a, b g A, we may take the limit asn n ni i i
Ž .i “ ‘ to find that c is multiplicative. Using III of Proposition 18 with
c s c , we see that A is AMNM. Q.E.D.i
THEOREM 20. Let J be a closed ideal in A.
Ž .I If A and ArJ are AMNM, then so is A.
Ž .II If A is AMNM, then so is J.
Ž .III If A is AMNM and J has a bounded approximate identity, then
ArJ is AMNM.
Ž .  4Proof. To prove statement I , let f be a sequence in A* withn
5 5Cf “ 0. Using a subsequence if necessary, we may assume either thatn
5 < 5 5 < 5f “ 0 or else that there is an h ) 0 such that f ) h for h g N.J Jn n
5 < 5 5 5Assume that the second alternative holds. Now Cf F Cf , so byJn n
Ž .  X4IV of Proposition 18 there is a sequence c of characters of J such thatn
5 < X 5 Xf y c “ 0. These characters c of J may be extended to becomeJn n n
characters c of A by means of the formulan
c X ajŽ .n Xc a s for all a g A and for j g J _ Ker c .Ž . Xn nc jŽ .n
This definition of c is independent of the choice of j. For supposen
X XŽ . Ž . XŽ . XŽ . XŽ .j, k g J _ Ker c . Then c ajk s c 9 aj c k s c ak c j , so thatn n n n n
c X ajk c 9 aj c X akŽ . Ž . Ž .n ns s .X X Xc jk c j c kŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n
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Ž . <By the Hahn]Banach theorem, the functional f y c can be ex-Jn n
5 5 5Ž < .5 5 5tended to an element u of A* with u s f y c , so that u “ 0.Jn n n n n
5 Ž .5 5 5Hence, by Lemma 13, C f y u “ 0. Take j in J with j s 1 andn n n n
< Ž . <f j ) h. Then, for each a in A,n n
f y u aj C f y u a, jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
f y u a s yŽ . Ž .n n f y u j f y u jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
C f y u a, jŽ . Ž .n n ns c a y .Ž .n f y u jŽ . Ž .n n n
Ž .Ž . 5 5 5Thus, f y u y c a “ 0 uniformly for a F 1; that is, f y u yn n n n n
5 5 5 Ž .c “ 0. Hence, f y c “ 0, and A is AMNM by Proposition 18 II .n n n
5 < 5Now suppose that the first alternative holds, so that f “ 0. Let uJn n
< 5 5 5 < 5 Xbe an extension of f to A with u s f . Put f s f y u . ThenJ Jn n n n n n
5 Ž X .5 X  X 4C f “ 0 by Lemma 13 and f s 0 on J, so we may consider f as an n n
sequence in ArJ. By hypothesis ArJ is AMNM, so there exists a se-
 4 5 X 5quence c of multiplicative functionals in ArJ with f y c “ 0, son n n
5 5 Ž .f y c “ 0 and again A is AMNM. Part I of the theorem is proved.n n
Ž .  4To demonstrate part II , let A be AMNM and suppose that f is an
5 5 5 5 4sequence in J* with Cf “ 0 and that k s inf f : n g N ) 0. Letn n
2 4 5 5 Ž . Ž .j be a sequence in J with j - and f j s 1, n g N. Put F a sn n n n nk
Ž .f aj for all a in A and n g N. Then F g A*, and for a and b in A wen n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have CF a, b s F ab y F a F b s f abj y f aj f bj sn n n n n n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 5Cf aj , bj y Cf abj , j . Thus CF a, b “ 0 uniformly for a , bn n n n n n n
 4F 1. Hence, there exists a sequence C of multiplicative linear function-n
5 5 5 5als in A* with F y C “ 0. This implies that f y c “ 0, wheren n n n
< Ž .each c s C is a multiplicative functional in J*, and statement IIJn n
follows.
Ž .To prove part III of the theorem, we assume that A is AMNM and
 4that J has a bounded approximate identity. Let f be a sequence inn
Ž . 5 5  4ArJ * ; A* with Cf “ 0. Thus, there is a sequence c of multi-n n
5 5plicative functionals in A* with f y c “ 0. Let k ) 0 denote then n
Ž .bound of the approximate identity for J. We now apply Lemma 14 II , with
 4A replaced by J, to c and take the limit as d “ 0. Then eithern
5 < 5 y1 5 < 5 < 5 < < 5c ) k or c s 0. However, since f s 0 and c y f sJ J J J Jn n n n n
5 < 5 5 < 5c “ 0, we must eventually have the second alternative: c s 0.J Jn n
Ž .Therefore c is a multiplicative element of ArJ . Q.E.D.n
COROLLARY 21. If J is a closed ideal of A such that ArJ is finite
dimensional, then A is AMNM if and only if J is.
Proof. By Theorem 19, ArJ is AMNM and the Corollary follows from
Ž . Ž .parts I and II of Theorem 20. Q.E.D.
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APPROXIMATE VERSIONS OF A THEOREM
OF GLEASON
w xThe following result is equivalent to a theorem of Gleason 7 character-
Ž .izing maximal ideals. We denote the spectrum of a g A by s a .
THEOREM 22. Let A be a commutati¤e Banach algebra with a unit. If for
Ž . Ž .some f in A* we ha¤e f a g s a for all a in A, then f is a character
of A.
The converse of Theorem 22 is easily shown, so the property that
Ž . Ž .c a g s a for all a g A is a characterization of the characters of A.
The following three properties that a commutative Banach algebra A
Ž .might have could be regarded when true as approximate versions of
Theorem 22.
Ž .Property A . Corresponding to any « ) 0, there is a d ) 0 such that
Ž .when f g A* has the property that for each a g A there is a m in s a ,
< Ž . < 5 5 Ž .with f a y m - d a , then d f - « .
Ž . Ž . 5 5Property B . This is Property A but with the norm a replaced by
Ž .r a s spectral radius of a.
Ž . Ž .Property C . There exists a monotonically decreasing function F: 0, ‘
y1 ˜Ž . 5Ž . 5 Ž Ž .. 5 5“ 0, ‘ with a y l1 F F d l , where l g C, a g A, a s 1, and
˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž ..  < < Ž .4d l s d l, s a s inf l y m : m g s a .
˜ y1Ž . 5Ž . 5 Ž .Note. When d l “ 0 we have a y l1 “ ‘, so that F d “ ‘
y1 y1 ˜ y1< < 5Ž . 5 Ž < < . Ž Ž . .as d “ 0. For l ) 2 we have a y l1 F l y 1 F d l y 2 ,
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .and we may assume that F d F d y 2 for d ) 2, so that F d “ 0 as
d “ ‘. It is the existence of F for 0 - d F 2 which is important in
Ž .Property C .
Ž .LEMMA 23. Assume that Property C holds for A. Then there is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .function h: 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ with h d “ 0 as d “ 0, such that if f is a
˜5 5 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .5 5d-multiplicati¤e element of A* with f s 1 s f 1 , then d f a F h d a
for all a g A.
5 5Proof. Take any a in A with a s 1. If the complex number e is not¨
Ž .in s a , then
y1 y15 5f a y l f a y l1 G 1 y d a y l1 a y l1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
˜5 5G 1 y d a y l1 F d l .Ž .Ž .
˜Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .If f a g s a then d f l s 0. If f a is not in s a , suppose that
5 5 Ž . 5 5 5 5a s 1. Then, by the last inequality with l s f a , since a y l1 F a
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˜ y1< Ž . < Ž Ž .. Ž .  Ž .q f a F 2, we have F d l ) 2d . Now let h s inf F g : 0 - g -0
y1 ˜4 Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ and h d s sup g : F g ) 2d . Then d l F h d and h d “ 0
5 5as d “ 0. This proves the lemma for the case a s 1. The proof for all a
in A now follows. Q.E.D.
The following corollary follows immediately.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 24. If A has a unit and has Properties A and C , then A is
AMNM.
Ž . Ž .If A has no unit, then Properties A and B are equivalent to the same
1 Ž .properties for A . If A is a radical algebra, Property A is automatically
Ž .satisfied since the spectral radius r a s 0 for a g Rad A s A. Thus, we
have:
COROLLARY 25. If A is a commutati¤e radical Banach algebra such that
1 Ž .A has Property C , then A is AMNM.
5 n 51r nTHEOREM 26. Let A be a commutati¤e Banach algebra such that a
5 5 1 Ž .“ 0 as n “ ‘ uniformly for a F 1. Then A has Property C and A is
AMNM.
 4 Ž .Proof. Let a be a sequence from the interval 0, 1 such that a s 1,n 0
5 n 51r n 5 5 Ž .a F a for n g N when a F 1, and lim a s 0. Put F l sn n“‘ n
‘ n yny1 Ž . Ž .Ý a l . Then F: 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ is a monotonically decreasingns0 n
Ž . 5 5function of l and lim F l s ‘. For l / 0 and a in A with a F 1l“ 0
y1 ‘ n yny1 ˜5Ž . 5 5 5 Ž < <. Ž Ž ..we have a y l1 s Ý a l F F l s F d l , since thens0
Ž . 1 5 5spectral radius r a s 0. Now if b g A and b F 1 then with the stan-
dard unitization we have b s a q l91 with a g A and l9 g C. By defini-
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5Ž .y1 5 5Ž Ž . .y1 5tion b s a q l9 , so a F 1 and b y l1 s a y l y l9 1
˜ 1Ž < <. Ž Ž .. Ž .F F l y l9 s F d l y l9 . Thus Property C is verified for A . From
5 n 51r nthe hypothesis it follows easily that lim a s 0 for all a in A, son“‘
Ž .r a s 0 for all a g A. Therefore, A is a radical algebra and by Corollary
25 A is AMNM.
2Ž .EXAMPLE 27. The convolution algebra L 0, 1 with multiplication
Ž .Ž . t Ž . Ž .f ) g t s H f t y s g s ds is AMNM.0
2Ž . <Ž .Ž . <Proof. By the Schwarz inequality on L 0, t , we have f ) g t F
w t < Ž . < 2 t < Ž . < 2 x1r2H f s dsH g s ds . Denote the nth convolution power of f with0 0
n 5 5 < 2Ž . < t < Ž . < 2 5 5 2itself by f and assume that f F 1. Then f t F H f s ds F f0
< 3Ž . < 2 <Ž 2 .Ž . < 2 t < Ž . < 2 t < 2Ž . < 2F 1. Similarly, we have f t s f ) f t F H f s dsH f s ds0 0
5 5 2 tF f H ds F 1 ? t. By induction we arrive at the inequality0
t ny22nf t F n s 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž .




n5 5f F ' n y 1 !Ž .
5 5 2Ž .when f F 1. The hypotheses of Theorem 26 are satisfied and L 0, 1 is
AMNM. Q.E.D.
1Ž .EXAMPLE 28. The convolution algebra L 0, 1 is not AMNM.
Ž Ž ..Proof. For a ) 0, define f in L 0, 1 * bya
1 ya tf f s e f t dt.Ž . Ž .Ha
0
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For f and g in L 0, 1 , we have Cf f , g s f f ) g y f f f g ,a a a a
where
1 t ya tf f ) g s e f t y s g s ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ha
0 0
and
1 1 ya Ž squ.f f f g s e f u g s du ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ha a
0 0
If we change the order of integration in the first double integral and then
make the change of variable t s s q u, we have
1 1ys ya Ž squ.f f ) g s e f u g s du dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ha
0 0
and
yCf f , g s eya Ž squ. f u g s du ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .HHa
D
where D is the triangle bounded by the lines s s 1, u s 1, and s q u s 1.
< Ž . < ya < Ž . Ž . < ya 5 5 5 5Hence, Cf f , g F e HH f u g s du ds F e f g , so that Cf “a D a
1Ž .0 as a “ ‘. The algebra L 0, 1 is known to be a radical algebra, so the
Žonly multiplicative linear functional is the zero functional see, for exam-
w x.ple, 13, Theorem 3.5.1, p. 83 . Thus,
5 5 5 5d f s inf f y c : c g M s f s 1, 4Ž .a a a
1Ž .so that L 0, 1 is not AMNM.
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OTHER EXAMPLES
w xJohnson 11 demonstrated that most of the classical commutative Ba-
nach algebras are AMNM. Specifically, he proved that the following have
this property.
Ž . Ž .I the algebra C X of continuous functions on a locally com-0
pact Hausdorff space X which vanish at infinity, with pointwise multiplica-
tion,
Ž . 1Ž .II the algebra L G where G is a locally compact abelian group
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with Haar measure e and multiplication f ) g t s H f t y s g s dl s ,¨ G
Ž . p Ž .III the algebra l for 1 F p F ‘ of infinite sequences x , x , . . .1 2
‘ < < p  4 4 Ž .with Ý x - ‘, with multiplication defined by x y s x y ,js1 j n n n n
Ž . n < <IV the algebra of power series Ý a z with Ý a - ‘, wheren n
multiplication is the usual multiplication of power series,
Ž . 1Ž .V the convolution algebra L 0, ‘ ,
Ž .VI the disc algebra, consisting of functions which are both ana-
< < < <lytic for z - 1 and continuous when z F 1 in the complex z-plane, with
the usual multiplication,
Ž . Ž .VII the bidisc algebra consisting of functions f z, w continuous
< < < < < < < <for z F 1, w F 1 and analytic when z - 1, w - 1.
Ž .It is interesting to compare examples 28 and V above, showing that
1Ž . 1Ž .L 0, ‘ is AMNM while L 0, 1 is not. From this it follows that the
1Ž .quotient of AMNM algebras is not always AMNM. Since L 1, ‘ is a
1Ž . 1Ž .closed ideal in the convolution algebra L 0, ‘ , L 1, ‘ is also AMNM by
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .Theorem 20 II . However, L 0, 1 s L 0, ‘ rL 1, ‘ is not.
w xIn a recent paper, Jung 12 has obtained interesting results which
w x Ž .extend the theorem of Baker et al. 2 see Theorem 1, above to cases in
Ž . Ž . Ž .which the Cauchy difference f x q y y f x f y is not bounded. Jung
considers complex valued functions f defined on a complex normed space
X, and denotes the set of non-negative real numbers by R .q
Let H: R = R “ R be a mapping which is monotonically increasingq q q
in each variable, and suppose further that for given u, ¤ in R there existq
Ž . Ž .an a s a u, ¤ ) 0 and a w s w u, ¤ such that0 0
H u , ¤ q w F aH w , w for all w G w . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .0
The function f and the mapping H are to be subject to the following
conditions.
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Ž .There exist z / 0 in X and a real number b g 0, 1 such that
‘




5 5 5 5H n z , n z s o f z as n “ ‘. 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Moreover, the Cauchy difference is assumed to satisfy the following
inequality for all x, y in X :
5 5 5 5f x q y y f x f y F H x , y . 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 29. Let f and H satisfy the conditions 16 , 17 , 18 , and 19 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then f x q y s f x f y for all x, y in X.
Proof. We shall prove by induction on n that
ny1
n nyjy15 5 5 5f nz y f z F H j z , z f z for all n G 2. 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
js1
Ž . Ž .From 19 we see that 20 is true for n s 2. Assume that it is true for
Ž . Ž .some n ) 2. Then by using 19 and 20 we get
nq1f n q 1 z y f zŽ . Ž .Ž .
nF f n q 1 z y f nz f z q f z f nz y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
ny1
ny j5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F H n z , z q H j z , z f zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
js1
n
ny j5 5 5 5- H j z , z f z ;Ž .Ž .Ý
js1
Ž .thus 20 has been demonstrated.
Ž . < Ž . <yn Ž .Now multiply both sides of 20 by f z and use 17 to get
ny1




lim f nz f z G 1 y b ) 0. 21Ž . Ž . Ž .
n“‘
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Ž . Ž .Hence by 18 and 21 we see that
5 5 5 5H n z , n z s o f nz as n “ ‘. 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .In view of 16 , let x and y in X be fixed arbitrarily, and let n be so
large that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H x , y q nz F H x , y q n z - a x , y H n z , n z .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then we have
f nz ? f x q y y f x f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F f x q y f nz y f x q y q nzŽ . Ž . Ž .
q f x q y q nz y f x f y q nzŽ . Ž . Ž .
q f x ? f y q nz y f y f nzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F H x q y , n z q H x , y q nz q f x ? H y , n zŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F c ? H n z , n z for some C ) a x , y . 23Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus by 22 and 23 we have
5 5 5 5c ? H n z , n zŽ .
f x q y y f x f y F “ 0 as n “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .
f nzŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence f x q y s f x f y . Q.E.D.
w xNote that this theorem reduces to that of Baker et al. 2 when H is
Ž .constant. For if we put H u, ¤ s d ) 0 for all u, ¤ ) 0 and assume that1
'1 q 1 q 4d< Ž . <there exists z g X such that f z ) , then it is not difficult to
2
Ž . Ž . Ž .verify that H and f will satisfy 16 , 17 , and 18 .1
Next consider a case where H is homogeneous of degree p. Let H :2
R = R “ R be monotonically increasing in each variable and homoge-q q q
neous of degree p ) 0 so that
H tu , t¤ s t pH u , ¤ for all t , u , ¤ in R .Ž . Ž .2 2 q
Ž .THEOREM 30. Let f : X “ C satisfy 19 with H in place of H. Then2
Ž . Ž Ž5 5 5 5.. 5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž .either f x s o H x , x as x “ ‘, or else f x q y s f x f y for2
all x, y in X.
Ž .Ž 1r p .y1Proof. Let u, ¤ g R be given. Take w G w s u q ¤ 2 y 1 .q 0
Then
H u , ¤ q w F H u q ¤ q w , u q ¤ q wŽ . Ž .2 2
s H wy1 u q ¤ q w w , wy1 u q ¤ q w wŽ . Ž .Ž .2
pyps w u q ¤ q w H w , w F 2 H w , w .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .Hence H satisfies 16 with a s 2.2
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Ž . Ž Ž5 5 5 5.. 5 5Now we assume that f x / o H x , x as x “ ‘. This means2
 4 5 5that there exists an « ) 0 and a sequence x in X such that x “ ‘ ask k
< Ž . < Ž5 5 5 5. Ž5 5 5 5. 5 5k “ ‘ and f x G « H x , x “ ‘, since H x , x “ ‘ as xk 2 k k 2
“ ‘. Thus we have
‘
yjy15 5 5 5H j x , x f xŽ .Ž .Ý 2 k k k
js1
‘
yjy15 5 5 5F H j x , j x f xŽ .Ž .Ý 2 k k k
js1
‘
y1 yjp5 5 5 5F H x , x f x j f xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý2 k k k k
js1
‘
yjy1 pF « j f x “ 0 as k “ ‘. 24Ž . Ž .Ý k
js1
< Ž . < Ž5 5 5 5.Choose a k g N so large that f x G « H x , x ) 1. Thenk 2 k k
yn ynp5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H n x , n x f x s n H x , x f xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 k k k 2 k k k
Ž .y ny1y1 pF « n f x “ 0 as n “ ‘.Ž .k
25Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 24 and 25 we see that H and f satisfy 17 and 18 with z s x2 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .when k is sufficiently large. Thus by Theorem 29, f x q y s f x f y for
all x, y in X. Q.E.D.
The last example, cited by Jung, of a class of functions H: R = R “ Rq q q
Ž .which come under Theorem 29 is as follows. Let a number q g 0, 1 be
given, and let H : R = R “ R be monotonically increasing in each3 q q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .variable and subject to the conditions H u, ¤ / 0 if u, ¤ / 0, 0 and3
Ž . Ž . t qH tu, t¤ s H u, ¤ for all t, u, ¤ g R .3 3 q
Ž .THEOREM 31. If f : X “ C satisfies the inequality 19 with H in place of3
'1 q 5< Ž . <  Ž5 5 5 5. 4H, then either f x F max H x , x q 1, for all x / 0, or else3 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .f x q y s f x f y for all x, y in X.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We assert that H 1, 1 G 1. Indeed, if u / 0 then H u, u / 0,3
Ž . Ž . t q Ž . Ž .0and H tu, tu s H u, u . Put t s 0 to get H 0, 0 s H u, u s 1. By3 3 3 3
Ž . Ž .the monotonicity property of H we have H 1, 1 G H 0, 0 s 1. In order3 3 3
Ž .to show that H satisfies 16 we need the inequality3
q qu q ¤ q w y w F u q ¤ , with u , ¤ , w all non-negative. 26Ž . Ž .
Ž . ŽThis is easily demonstrated by putting s s u q ¤ , and w s s s y s q
.q q Ž .w q w , and using elementary calculus to show that w s G 0.
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Ž .Now for given u, ¤ in R we find, using 26 , thatq
Ž .q q quq¤qw yw qwH u , ¤ q w - H u q ¤ q w , u q ¤ q w s H 1, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 3
q uq¤uq¤qwF H 1, 1 s H 1, 1 H w , wŽ . Ž . Ž .3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .uq¤when w G 1. Therefore H satisfies 16 with a u, ¤ s H 1, 1 ,3 3
w s 1.0
Next, we assume that there is z / 0 in X such that
'1 q 5
5 5 5 5f z ) max H z , z q 1, . 27Ž . Ž . Ž .3½ 52
Then we have
‘
yjy15 5 5 5H j z , z f zŽ .Ž .Ý 3
js1
‘
yjy15 5 5 5F H j z , j z f zŽ .Ž .Ý 3
js1
‘
qjy1 yj< < 5 5 5 5 < <F f z H z , z f zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 3
js1
‘¡ y1 yj 5 5 5 5f z f z if H z , z - 1, orŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 3
js1~F ‘
y1 yjj5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f z H z , z f z if H z , z G 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 3¢
js1
Ž .By 27 we find that in each of these two cases,
‘
yjy15 5 5 5H j z , z f z - 1.Ž .Ž .Ý 3
js1
Hence there exists a number b with 0 - b - 1 such that
‘
yjy15 5 5 5H j z , z f z - b .Ž .Ž .Ý 3
js1
By the above argument it is clear that
qyn ynn5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H n z , n z f z s H z , z f z “ 0 as n “ ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3
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since it is the nth term of a convergent series. Thus all the conditions of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 29 are satisfied, so that f x q y s f x f y for all x and y
in X. Q.E.D.
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